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Discover what makes the Newsboys, winner of four Dove Awards, tick! Songwriting, touring, and

camaraderie are highlighted in this glimpse into the popular group. Includes photos, some full-color.

Sized to be displayed alongside their CDs.
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I was disapointed in this book, I was hoping for more meat and pictures of these guys when they

were kids, but the price was inexpensive and there are a few pictures I have never seen anywhere

else, plus I did learn a couple new facts so I won't totally say it was a waste. But I was hoping for

more.

Nice pictures

I found this book very enjoyable to read, especially since I love the Newsboys. I had a good laugh

over one typo concerning the bassist Phil Joel and his wife Heather in a photo with Phil's

grandfather. (he didn't really see it as a laughing matter) CCM never fails to amaze me (with the

amount of mistakes in every issue of this and that), but the newsboys are far more amazing than all

other musical rock groups I have encountered in my lifetime. Their skill far outweighs the constant

bad reviews of CCM. If you ever get the chance, see these people on tour. They are AMAZING.



This little book, Newsboys (Ccm Lifelines), was a good biography for the boys. The book did seem a

little short becuase of the double spacing, yet still intriguing. The pictures were great, especially of

theyre childhood. It also had humor and seriousness, but best of all it was just a good biography of

one of the best chrisitan bands, the Newsboys!

This book is really good. It gave me a lot of information about the Newsboys that I didn't know,

which came in handy for making my site. It's also got some good pictures in it, even some of the

'Boys as kids. Every serious Newsboys fan should definetly have this book!

since i have met the newsboys and know alot of them i would say it is an ok book, some of it is a

little off but thats ok! ...

Love it. Anything with info on Peter is hot. He can come to my "Candy Shop" anyday. Yummy
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